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Satirical essays from Chinaâ€™s most popular young troublemaker about growing up millennial and

causing social and political scandal today.Han Han is the most influential (and provocative) young

person in China, equally beloved and reviled for the satirical wit with which he takes on everyone

from corrupt politicians to ludicrous protestors. In this collection of essays, he tackles everything

from Internet culture in a country that censors the Internet to his own escapades driving around with

fake police IDs and a megaphone, and from whether China is ready for democracy to going back for

one incredibly awkward middle school reunion. Humorous, daring, and unexpectedly inspiring, The

Problem with Me will appeal to both those looking to understand twenty-first century China and

those looking to laugh at human ridiculousnessâ€”wherever they may find it.
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Han Han (â€œChill Chillâ€•) is one of those starcrossed people. Coming from a modest rural family,

and flunking in high school, he emerged with the best-selling novel of the past 20 years. His passion

though, was racing, and he used his royalties to become a racecar driver, without any knowledge of

motors or systems. He has also become a film director and major celebrity blogger. He now over

30.This collection of his musings is obviously a translation, and the translators have worked hard to

note the nuances that translating erases. They also footnote the personalities, events and language

twists Han Han employs. The result is you can appreciate why he is widely read and highly

regarded.The look into his growing up in China reveals the same concerns, deeds and processes

found here, with the one overhanging exception of intrusive, corrupt government. You donâ€™t



know where the boundaries are in China, so you have to be careful and self-edit all the time, both

on paper and in person. He is very conscious of this, and pushes the limits to the breaking point.

This of course, increases his readership and popularity all the more. So far, he has not been

banned.The best essay was his visit to Thailand, where his arrogant Chinese superiority got a major

smackdown and comeuppance. He learned there were better people living in better societies, a

major revelation. His sarcasm is self-deprecating, making it all the funnier. He had a similar

awakening in Taiwan, and it would be interesting to know what he feels in the USA, if that comes to

pass.David Wineberg
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